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I. INTRODUCTION
A COMPUTER internetwork, such as the Internet, is an interconnection of backbone networks, regional networks, metropolitan area networks, and stub networks (campus networks, office networks and other small networks). 1 Stub networks are the producers and consumers of the internetwork traffic, whereas backbones, regionals, and MAN's are transit networks. Most of the networks in an internetwork are stub networks. Each network consists of nodes (hosts and routers) and links. Two networks are neighbors when there is one or more links between nodes in the two networks (see Fig. 1 ).
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An internetwork is organized into domains.
2 A domain is a set of networks (possibly consisting of only one network) administered by the same agency. Within each domain, an intradomain routing protocol is executed that provides routes between source and destination nodes in the domain.
Across all domains, an interdomain routing protocol is executed that provides routes between source and destination nodes in different domains. This protocol must satisfy various constraints:
1) It must satisfy policy constraints, which are administrative restrictions on the interdomain traffic [9] , [13] , [10] , [5] . Policy constraints are of two types: transit policies and source policies. The transit policies of a domain specify how other domains can use the resources of (e.g., $0.01 per packet, no traffic from domain ). The source policies of a domain specify constraints on traffic originating from (e.g., domains to avoid/prefer, acceptable connection cost). Transit policies of a domain are public (i.e., available to other domains), whereas source policies are usually private (e.g., it may not be desirable to announce how much a domain is willing to pay for a particular service).
2) An interdomain routing protocol must also satisfy typeof-service (ToS) constraints of applications (e.g., low delay, high throughput, high reliability, minimum monetary cost). To do this, it must keep track of the types of services offered by each domain [5] . 3) Interdomain routing protocols must scale up to very large internetworks, i.e., with a very large number of domains. Practically this means that processing, memory 2 Also referred to as routing domains.
0733-8716/95$04.00 © 1995 IEEE and communication requirements should be much less than linear in the number of domains. It must also handle nonhierarchical domain interconnections at any level [10] (e.g., we do not want to hand-configure special routes as "back-doors"). 4) Interdomain routing protocols must automatically adapt to link cost changes, node/link failures and repairs including failures that partition domains [15] . A simple straightforward approach to interdomain routing is domain-level source routing with link-state approach [9] , [5] . In this approach, each router 3 maintains a domain-level view of the internetwork, i.e., a graph with a vertex for every domain and an edge between every two neighbor domains. Policy and ToS information is attached to the vertices and the edges of the view.
When a source node needs to reach a destination node, it (or a router 4 in the source's domain) first examines this view and determines a domain-level source route satisfying ToS and policy constraints, i.e., a sequence of domain id's starting from the source's domain and ending with the destination's domain. Then the packets are routed to the destination using this domain-level source route and the intradomain routing protocols of the domains crossed.
The disadvantage of this simple scheme is that it does not scale up for large internetworks. The storage at each router is proportional to , where is the number of domains and is the average number of neighbor domains to a domain. The communication cost is proportional to , where is the number of routers in the internetwork and is the average router neighbors of a router (topology changes are flooded to all routers in the internetwork).
To achieve scaling, several approaches based on aggregating domains into superdomains have been proposed [19] , [16] , [7] , [6] . These approaches have drawbacks because the aggregation results in loss of detail (discussed in Section II).
A. Our Protocol
In this paper, we present an interdomain routing protocol that we proposed recently [2] , [3] . It combines domain-level views with a novel hierarchical scheme. It scales well to large internetworks, and does not suffer from the problems of superdomains.
In our scheme, domain-level views are not maintained by every router but by special nodes called viewservers. For each viewserver, there is a subset of domains around it, referred to as the viewserver's precinct. The viewserver maintains the domain-level view of its precinct. This solves the scaling problem for storage requirement.
A viewserver can provide domain-level source routes between source and destination nodes in its precinct. Obtaining a domain-level source route between a source and a destination that are not in any single view, involves accumulating the views of a sequence of viewservers. To make this process efficient, viewservers are organized hierarchically in levels, and an associated addressing structure is used. Each node has a set of addresses. Each address is a sequence of viewserver id's of decreasing levels, starting at the top level and going toward the node. The idea is that when the views of the viewservers in an address are merged, the merged view contains domain-level routes to the node from the top level viewservers.
We handle dynamic topology changes such as node/link failures and repairs, link cost changes, and domain partitions. Gateways 5 detect domain-level topology changes affecting its domain and neighbor domains. For each domain, there is a reporting gateway that communicates these changes by flooding to the viewservers in a specified subset of domains; this subset is referred to as its flood area. Hence, the number of packets used during flooding is proportional to the size of the flood area. This solves the scaling problem for the communication requirement.
Thus our interdomain routing protocol consists of two subprotocols: a view-query protocol between routers and viewservers for obtaining merged views; and a view-update protocol between gateways and viewservers for updating domain-level views.
B. Evaluation
Many interdomain routing protocols have been proposed, based on various kinds of hierarchies. How do these protocols compare against each other and against the simple approach? To answer this question, we need a model in which we can define internetwork topologies, policy/ToS constraints, interdomain routing hierarchies, and evaluation measures (e.g., memory and time requirements). None of these protocols have been evaluated in a way that they can be compared against each other or the simple approach.
In this paper, we present such a model, and use it to compare our viewserver hierarchy to the simple approach. Our evaluation measures are the amount of memory required at the source and at the routers, the amount of time needed to obtain the information to construct a path, and the number of valid paths found (and their lengths) in comparison to the number of available valid paths (and their lengths) in the internetwork. We use three internetwork topologies each of size 11,110 domains (roughly the current size of the Internet). Our results indicate that the viewserver hierarchy finds many short valid paths and reduces the amount of memory requirement by two orders of magnitude.
C. Organization of the Paper
In Section II, we survey recent approaches to interdomain routing. In Section III, we present the view-query protocol for static network conditions, that is, assuming all links and nodes of the network remain operational. In Section IV, we present the view-update protocol to handle topology changes. In Section V, we present our evaluation model and results from its application to the viewserver hierarchy. In Section VI, we conclude and describe how to add fault-tolerance and cacheing schemes to improve performance. This paper differs from [3] in that in the latter, the viewupdate protocol and the evaluation model are not present, the view-query protocol is only informally described, and the evaluation results are summarized for only one internetwork topology.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we survey recently proposed interdomain routing protocols that support ToS and policy constraints for large internetworks [17] , [16] , [19] , [11] , [7] , [6] , [22] , [1] , [21] , [20] , [8] .
Several interdomain routing protocols (e.g., BGP [17] , IDRP [16] , NR [11] ) are based on path-vector approach [18] . Here, for each destination domain a router maintains a set of paths, one through each of its neighbor routers. ToS and policy information is attached to these paths. These paths are also used to avoid routing loops. Each router requires space (one entry for each of domains through each of neighbors; each entry contains a path whose length is bounded by ). For each destination, a router exchanges its best valid path 6 with its neighbor routers. However, a path-vector algorithm may not find a valid path from a source to the destination even if such a route exists [19] . By exchanging paths to each destination, the probability of detecting a valid path for each source can be increased.
The most common approach to solve the scaling problem is to use superdomains (e.g., IDPR [19] , IDRP [16] , Nimrod [7] , [6] ). Superdomains extend the idea of area hierarchy [12] . Here, domains are grouped hierarchically into superdomains: "close" domains are grouped into level 1 superdomains, "close" level 1 superdomains are grouped into level 2 superdomains, and so on. A router maintains a view that contains the domains in the same level 1 superdomain, the level 1 superdomains in the same level 2 superdomain, and so on. Thus a router maintains a smaller view than it would in the absence of hierarchy. Each superdomain has its own ToS and policy constraints derived from that of the subdomains.
There are several major problems with using superdomains. One problem is that if there are domains with different (possibly contradictory) constraints in a superdomain, then there is no good way of deriving the ToS and policy constraints of the superdomain. The usual techniques are to take either the union or the intersection of the constraints of the subdomains [19] .
ping superdomains for Nimrod). IDRP [16] uses path-vector approach and a variation of superdomains (which are referred to as routing domain confederations).
Reference [11] combines the benefits of path-vector approach and link-state approach by having two modes: An NR mode, which is an extension of IDRP and is used for the most common ToS and policy constraints; and a SDR mode, which is like IDPR and is used for less frequent ToS and policy requests. This study does not address the scalability of the SDR mode.
In [1] , we proposed a superdomain-based protocol which always finds a valid path if one exists and never admits an invalid path. It does this by maintaining both union and intersection constraints and using a view-query protocol. If the union constraints of superdomains on a path are satisfied, then the path is valid. If the intersection constraints of a superdomain are satisfied but the union constraints are not, then there may be a valid path through this superdomain. The source queries to obtain a more detailed "internal" view of such superdomains, and searches again for a valid path. Even though this protocol scales well for realistic internetwork topologies (e.g., where each superdomain is connected to at most external domains), its worst-case storage requirement can be linear in . The landmark hierarchy [21] , [20] is another approach for solving the scaling problem. Here, each router is a landmark with a radius, and routers which are within a radius away from the landmark maintain a route to it. Landmarks are organized hierarchically, such that the radius of a landmark increases with its level, and the radii of top level landmarks include all routers. A thorough study of enforcing ToS and policy constraints with this hierarchy has not been done.
The landmark hierarchy may look similar to our viewserver hierarchy, but in fact it is quite the opposite. In the landmark hierarchy, nodes within the radius of a landmark maintain a route to the landmark, but the landmark may not have a route to these nodes. In the viewserver hierarchy, a viewserver maintains routes to the nodes in its precinct.
Route fragments [8] is a mechanism to glue together precomputed partial source routes to obtain a route from a source node to a destination node. A destination route fragment, called a route suffix, is a sequence of domain id's from a backbone to the destination domain. A source route fragment, called a route prefix, is the reverse of a route suffix of the source domain. There are also route middles, which extend from transit domains to transit domains. A source queries a name server and obtains destination route suffixes. It then chooses an appropriate route suffix for the destination and concatenates it with its own route prefix, and uses route middles if the route suffix and route prefix do not intersect. This scheme does not handle topology changes and does not address policy and ToS constraints.
III. VIEWSERVER HIERARCHY QUERY PROTOCOL
In this section, we present our scheme for static network conditions, that is, all links and nodes remain operational. The dynamic case is presented in Section IV.
Conventions: Each domain has a unique id. DomainIds denotes the set of domain-id's. Each node has a unique id. NodeIds denotes the set of node-id's. For a node , we use domainid to denote the domain-id of 's domain. We use nodeid to denote the node-id of . For a domain , we use domainid to denote the domain-id of .
denotes the set of node-id's of the neighbors of .
denotes the set of domain-id's of the domain neighbors of .
In our protocol, a node uses two kinds of sends. The first kind has the form "Send to ," where is the message being sent and is the destination-id. Here, nodes and are neighbors, and the message is sent over the physical link
. If the link is down, we assume that the packet is dropped.
The second kind of send has the form "Send to using
," where and are as above and is a domain-level source route between and . Here, the message is sent using the intradomain routing protocols of the domains in to reach . We assume that as long as there is a sequence of up links connecting the domains in , the message is delivered to . If and are in the same domain, equals the empty sequence .
A. Views and Viewservers
Domain-level views are maintained by special nodes called viewservers. Each viewserver has a precinct, which is a set of domains around the viewserver, and a static view, which is a domain-level view of the precinct and outgoing edges. 8 The static view includes the ToS and policy constraints of domains in the precinct and of domain-level edges. To handle topology changes, a viewserver also maintains a dynamic view which is described in Section IV. Formally, a viewserver maintains the following: 1) DomainIds. Domain-id's whose view is maintained. 2) . Static view of .
The intention of is to obtain domain-level source routes between nodes in . Hence, the choice of domains to include in and the choice of domainlevel edges to include in is not arbitrary. and must be connected; that is, between any two domains in , there should be a path in . Note that can contain edges to domains outside . We say that a domain is in the view of a viewserver , if either is in the precinct of , or has an edge from a domain in the precinct of to . Note that the precincts and views of different viewservers can be overlapping, identical or disjoint.
8 Not all the domain-level edges need to be included.
B. Viewserver Hierarchy
For scaling reasons, we cannot have one large view. Thus, obtaining a domain-level source route between a source and a destination which are far away, involves accumulating views of a sequence of viewservers. To keep this process efficient, we organize viewservers hierarchically. More precisely, each viewserver is assigned a hierarchy level from , with 0 being the top level in the hierarchy. A parent/child relationship between viewservers is defined as follows:
1) Every level viewserver, , has a parent viewserver whose level is less than . 2) If viewserver is a parent of viewserver then 's view contains 's domain and 's view contains 's domain.
3) The view of a top level viewserver contains the domains of all other top level viewservers (typically, top level viewservers are placed in backbones). Note that the third constraint does not mean that all top level viewservers have the same view. In the hierarchy, a parent can have many children and a child can have many parents. We extend the range of the parent-child relationship to ordinary nodes; that is, if contains the domain of node , we say that is a child of , and is a parent of . We assume that there is at least one parent viewserver for each node.
For a node , an address is defined to be a sequence such that for is a viewserver-id, is a top level viewserver-id, is the id of , and is a parent of . A node may have many addresses since the parent-child relationship is many-to-many. If a source wants a domain-level source route to a destination, it first queries the name servers [14] to obtain a set of addresses for the destination. 9 Then, it queries viewservers to obtain an accumulated view containing both its domain and the destination's domain. Nodes can reach the viewservers in their domains using the intradomain routing protocol of the domain. Otherwise, we assume that nodes maintain a set of fixed domain-level source routes to viewservers.
C. View-Query Protocol: Obtaining Domain-Level Source Routes
We now describe how a domain-level source route is obtained.
We want a sequence of viewservers whose merged views contains both the source and the destination domains. Addresses provide a way to obtain such a sequence, by first going up in the viewserver hierarchy starting from the source node and then going down in the viewserver hierarchy toward the destination node. More precisely, let be an address of the source, and be an address of the destination. Then, the sequence meets our requirements. 10 In fact, going up all the way in the hierarchy to top level viewservers may not be necessary. We can stop going up at a viewserver if there is a viewserver , such that the domain of is in the view of (one special case is where ). The view-query protocol uses two message types:
• RequestView where and are the addresses for the source and the destination, respectively. A RequestView message is sent by a source to obtain an accumulated view containing both the source and the destination domains. When a viewserver receives a RequestView message, it either sends back its view or forwards this request to another viewserver.
• ReplyView where and are as above and is the accumulated view. A ReplyView message is sent by a viewserver to the source or to another viewserver closer to the source. The field in a ReplyView message equals the union of the views of the viewservers the message has visited.
We now describe the view-query protocol in more detail (please refer to Figs. 2 and 3) . To obtain a domain-level source route to a destination node, the source node sends a RequestView packet containing the source and the destination addresses to its parent in the source address.
Upon receiving a RequestView packet, a viewserver checks if the destination domain is in its precinct. 11 If it is, sends back its view in a ReplyView packet. If it is not, forwards the request packet to another viewserver as follows (details in Fig. 3 ): checks whether the domain of any viewserver in the destination address is in its view. If there is such a domain, sends the RequestView packet to the last such one in the destination address. Otherwise is a viewserver in the source address, and it sends the packet to its parent in the source address.
When a viewserver receives a ReplyView packet, it merges its view to the accumulated view in the packet. Then it sends the ReplyView packet toward the source node in the same way it would send a RequestView packet toward the destination node (i.e., the roles of the source address and the destination address are interchanged).
When the source receives a ReplyView packet, it chooses a valid path using the in the packet. If it does not find a valid path, it can try again using a different source and/or destination address. Note that the source does not have to throw away the previous accumulated views; it can merge them all into a richer accumulated view. In fact, it is easy to change the protocol so that the source can also obtain views of individual viewservers to make the accumulated view even richer.
Above we have described one possible way of obtaining the accumulated views. There are various other possibilities, for example: (1) restricting the ReplyView packet to take the reverse of the path that the RequestView packet took; (2) having ReplyView packets go all the way up in the viewserver-hierarchy for a richer accumulated view; (3) having the source poll the viewservers directly instead of the viewservers forwarding request/reply messages to each other; (4) not including nontransit stub domains other than the source and the destination domains in the ; (5) including some source policy constraints and ToS requirements in the RequestView packet, and having the viewservers filter out some domains.
IV. UPDATE PROTOCOL FOR DYNAMIC NETWORK CONDITIONS
In this section, we first examine how topology changes such as link/node failures, repairs and cost changes, map into domain-level topology changes. Second, we describe how domain-level topology changes are detected and communicated to viewservers, i.e., the view-update protocol. Third, we modify the view-query protocol appropriately.
A. Mapping Topology Changes to Domain-Level Topology Changes
Costs are associated with domain-level edges. The cost of the domain-level edge equals a vector of values if the link is up; each cost value indicates how expensive it is to cross domain to reach domain according to some criteria such as delay, throughput, reliability, etc. The cost equals if all links from to are down. Each cost value of a domainlevel edge can be derived from the cost values of the intradomain routes in and links from to [4] . Link cost changes and link/node failures and repairs correspond to cost changes, failures and repairs of domain-level edges. Link/node failures can also partition a domain into cells [15] . A cell is a maximal subset of nodes of a domain that can reach each other without leaving the domain. In the same way, link/node repairs may merge cells into bigger cells. We identify a cell with the minimum node-id of the gateways in the cell. 12 In this paper, for uniformity we treat an unpartitioned domain as a domain with one cell.
If a domain gets partitioned, its vertex in the domain-level views is split into as many pieces as there are cells. And when the cells merge, the corresponding vertices are merged.
Since a domain can be partitioned into many cells, domainlevel source routes now include cell-id's as well. To reach the next domain cell in a domain-level source route, the intradomain routing protocol of a domain should keep track of the domain cells reachable through each of its gateways.
B. View-Update Protocol: Updating Domain-Level Views
Viewservers do not communicate with each other to maintain their views. Gateways detect and communicate domainlevel topology changes to viewservers. Each gateway periodically (and optionally after a change in the intradomain routing table) inspects its intradomain routing table and determines the cell to which it belongs. For each cell, only the gateway whose node-id is the cell-id (i.e., the gateway with the minimum node-id) is responsible for communicating domain-level topology changes. We refer to this gateway as the reporting gateway. Reporting gateways are also responsible for informing the viewservers of the creation and deletion of cells.
The communication between a reporting gateway and viewservers is done by flooding over a set of domains. This set is referred to as the flood area. 13 The topology of a flood area must be a connected graph.
Due to the nature of flooding, a viewserver can receive information out of order for a domain cell. In order to avoid old information replacing new information, each reporting gateway includes successively increasing time stamps in the messages it sends.
Due to node and link failures, communication between a reporting gateway and a viewserver can fail, resulting in the viewserver having out-of-date information. To eliminate such information, a viewserver deletes any information about a domain cell if it is older than a time-to-die period. We assume that gateways send messages more often than the time-to-die value (to avoid false removal).
When a viewserver learns of a new domain cell, it adds it to its view. To avoid adding a domain cell which was just deleted, 14 when a viewserver receives a delete domain cell request, it only marks the domain cell as deleted and removes the entry after the time-to-die period.
The view-update protocol uses two types of messages as follows:
• UpdateCell -is sent by the reporting gateway to inform the viewservers about current domain-level edge costs of its cell. Here, , , and indicate the domain, the cell and the time stamp of the reporting gateway, contains a cost for each domain level edge of the domain, and is the set of domains that this message is to be sent over.
• DeleteCell -where the parameters are as in the UpdateCell message. It is sent by a reporting gateway when it be- comes nonreporting (because its cell expanded to include a gateway with lower id). The state maintained by a gateway is listed in Fig. 4 . Note that and can be empty.
contains a route (next-hop or source) for every reachable node of the domain and for every reachable neighbor domain cell. We assume that consecutive reads of return increasing values. The state maintained by a viewserver is listed in Fig. 5 .
is the dynamic part of 's view. We use A:g to denote the cell of domain . For each domain cell known to , stores a field which equals the largest timestamp received for this domain cell, an field which equals the end of the time-to-die period for this domain cell, a field which marks whether or not the domain cell is deleted, and a cost set which indicates a cost for every domain level edge of the domain in . The cell-id of a neighbor domain equals if no cell of the neighbor domain is reachable.
The events of gateway and a viewserver are specified in Appendix A.
C. Changes to View-Query Protocol
We now enumerate the changes needed to adapt the viewquery protocol to the dynamic case (the formal specification is omitted for space reasons).
Due to link and node failures, RequestView and ReplyView packets can get lost. Hence, the source may never receive a ReplyView packet after it initiates a request. Thus, the source should try again after a time-out period.
When a viewserver sends a message to a node whose domain is partitioned, it should send a copy of the message to each cell of the domain. This is because a viewserver does not know which cell contains the node.
When a viewserver receives a RequestView message, it should reply with its views only if the destination domain is in its precinct and its dynamic view contains a path to the destination. Similarly during forwarding of RequestView and ReplyView packets, a viewserver, when checking whether a domain is in its view, should also check if its dynamic view contains a path to it.
Note that the internetwork may partition in a way that a cell may not be in the view of any viewserver, though it is reachable by other cells. In this case, the view-query protocol will fail to discover a route to the nodes in that cell. One way to solve this problem is to dynamically change the viewserver precincts and the flood areas of domains. This is outside the scope of this paper.
V. EVALUATION
Many interdomain routing protocols have been proposed, based on various kinds of hierarchies. How do these protocols compare against each other and against the simple approach? To answer this question, we need a model in which we can define internetwork topologies, policy/ToS constraints, interdomain routing hierarchies, and evaluation measures (e.g., memory and time requirements) for interdomain routing protocols.
In this section, we first present such a model, and then use the model to evaluate our viewserver hierarchy and compare it to the simple approach. Our evaluation measures are the amount of memory required at the source and at the routers, the amount of time needed to obtain the information to construct a path, and the number of paths found out of the total number of valid paths. Even though the model described here can be applied to other interdomain routing protocols, we have not done so, and hence have not compared them against our viewserver hierarchy. This is because of lack of time, and because precise definitions of the hierarchies in these protocols is not available. For example, to do a fair evaluation of IDPR [19] , we need precise guidelines for how to group domains into super-domains, and how to choose between the union and intersection methods when defining policy/ToS constraints of super-domains. In fact, these protocols have not been evaluated in a way that we can compare them to the viewserver hierarchy. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to evaluate a hierarchical interdomain routing protocol against explicitly stated policy constraints.
A. Evaluation Model
We first describe our method of generating topologies and policy/ToS constraints. We then describe the evaluation measures.
Generating Internetwork Topologies
For our purposes, an internetwork topology is a directed graph where the nodes correspond to domains and the edges correspond to domain-level connections. However, an arbitrary graph will not do. The topology should have the characteristics of a real internetwork, like the Internet. That is, it should have backbones, regionals, MAN's, LAN's, etc.; these should be connected hierarchically (e.g., regionals to backbones), but "nonhierarchical" connections should also be present.
For brevity, we refer to backbones as class 0 domains, regionals as class 1 domains, metropolitan-area domains and providers as class 2 domains, and campus and local-area domains as class 3 domains. A (strictly) hierarchical interconnection of domains means that class 0 domains are connected to each other, and for , class domains are connected to class domains. As mentioned above, we also want some "nonhierarchical" connections, i.e., domain-level edges between domains irrespective of their classes (e.g., from a campus domain to another campus domain or to a backbone domain).
In reality, domains span geographical regions and domainlevel edges are often between domains that are geographically close (e.g., University of Maryland campus domain is connected to SURANET regional domain which is in the east coast). A class domain usually spans a larger geographical region than a class domain. To generate such interconnections, we associate a "region" attribute to each domain. The intention is that two domains with the same region are geographically close.
The region of a class domain has the form , where the 's are integers. For example, the region of a class 3 domain can be 1.2.3.4. For brevity, we refer to the region of a class domain as a class region.
Note that regions have their own hierarchy. Class 0 regions are the top level regions. We say that a class region is contained in the class region (where ). Containment is transitive. Thus region 1.2.3.4 is contained in regions 1.2.3, 1.2 and 1.
Given any pair of domains, we classify them as local, remote or far, based on their regions. Let be a class domain and a class domain, and without loss of generality let .
and are local if they are in the same class region. For example in Fig. 6 , is local to , and . and are remote if they are not in the same class region but they are in the same class region, or if . For example in Fig. 6 , some of the domains is remote to are , and . and are far if they are not local or remote. For example in Fig. 6 , is far to . We refer to a domain-level edge as local (remote, or far) if the two domains it connects are local (remote, or far).
We use the following procedure to generate internetwork topologies:
• We first specify the number of domain classes, and the number of domains in each class.
• We next specify the regions. Note that the number of region classes equals the number of domain classes. We specify the number of class 0 regions. For each class , we specify a branching factor, which creates that many class regions in each class region. (That is, if there are two class 0 regions and the class 1 branching factor equals three, then there are six class 1 regions.) • For each class , we randomly map the class domains into the class regions. Note that several domains can be mapped to the same region, and some regions may have no domain mapped into them.
• For every class and every class , , we specify the number of local, remote and far edges to be introduced between class domains and class domains. The end points of the edges are chosen randomly (within the specified constraints). We ensure that the internetwork topology is connected by ensuring that the subgraph of class 0 domains is connected, and each class domain, for
, is connected to a local class domain.
Choosing Policy/ToS Constraints
We chose a simple scheme to model Policy/ToS constraints. Each domain is assigned a color: green or red. For each domain class, we specify the percentage of green domains in that class, and then randomly choose a color for each domain in that class.
A valid route from a source to a destination is one that does not visit any red intermediate domains; the source and destination are allowed to be red.
Computing Evaluation Measures
The evaluation measures of most interest for an interdomain routing protocol are its memory and time requirements, and the number of valid paths it finds (and their lengths) in comparison to the number of available valid paths (and their lengths) in the internetwork (e.g., could it find the shortest valid path in the internetwork).
The only analysis method we have at present is to numerically compute the evaluation measures for a variety of sourcedestination pairs. Because we use internetwork topologies of large sizes, it is not feasible to compute for all possible source-destination pairs. We randomly choose a set of sourcedestination pairs that satisfy the following conditions: (1) the source and destination domains are different, and (2) there exists a valid path from the source domain to the destination domain in the internetwork topology. (Note that the simple scheme would always find such a path.)
For a source-destination pair, we refer to the length of the shortest valid path in the internetwork topology as the shortest-path length. Since the number of paths between a source-destination pair is potentially very large (factorial in the number of domains), and we are not interested in the paths that are too long, we only count the number of paths whose lengths are not more than the shortest-path-length plus 2.
The evaluation measures described above are protocol independent. However, there are also important evaluation measures that are protocol dependent (e.g., number of levels traversed in some particular hierarchy). Because of this we postpone the precise definitions of the evaluation measures to the next subsection (their definition is dependent of viewserver hierarchy).
B. Application to Viewserver Protocol
We have used the above model to evaluate our viewserver protocol for several different viewserver hierarchies and query methods. We first describe the different viewserver schemes evaluated. Please refer to Fig. 6 in the following discussion.
The first viewserver scheme is referred to as base. It has exactly one viewserver in each domain. Each viewserver is identified by its domain-id. The domains in a viewserver's precinct consist of its domain and the neighboring domains. The edges in the viewserver's view consist of the edges between the domains in the precinct, and edges outgoing from domains in the precinct to domains not in the precinct. For example, the precinct of viewserver (i.e., the viewserver in domain ) consists of domains ; the edges in the view of viewserver consists of domain-level edges , and . As for the viewserver hierarchy, a viewserver's level is defined to be the class of its domain. That is, a viewserver in a class domain is a level viewserver. For each level viewserver, , its parent viewserver is chosen randomly from the level viewservers in the parent region such that there is a domain-level edge between the viewserver's domain and the parent viewserver's domain. For example, for viewserver , we can pick viewserver or ; suppose we pick . For viewserver , we have no choice but to pick ( and are not connected to ). For , we pick (out of and ). We use only one address for each domain. The viewserveraddress of a stub domain is concatenation of four viewserver (i.e., domain) id's. Thus, the address of is . Similarly, the address of is . To obtain a route between and , it suffices to obtain views of viewservers . The second viewserver scheme is referred to as base-QT (where the QT stands for "query upto top"). It is identical to base except that during the query protocol all the viewservers in the source and the destination addresses are queried. That is, to obtain a route between and , the views of are obtained. The third viewserver scheme is referred to as locals. It is identical to base except that now a viewserver's precinct also contains domains that have the same region as the viewserver's domain. That is, the precinct of viewserver has the domains . Note that in this scheme a viewserver's view is not necessarily connected. For example, if the edge is removed, the view of viewserver is no longer connected. (In Section III, we said that the view of a viewserver should be connected. Here we have relaxed this condition to simplify testing.)
The fourth viewserver scheme is referred to as locals-QT. It is identical to locals except that during the query protocol all the viewservers in the source and the destination addresses are queried.
The fifth viewserver scheme is referred to as vertexextension. It is identical to base except that viewserver precincts are extended as follows: Let P denote the precinct of a viewserver in the base scheme. For each domain in P, if there is an edge from domain to domain and is not in P, domain is added to the precinct; among 's edges, only the ones to domains in P are added to the view. In the example, domains are added to the precinct of , but outgoing edges of these domains to other domains are not included (e.g., is not included). The advantage of this scheme is that even though it increases the precinct size by a factor of (where is the average number of neighbor domains to a domain), it increases the number of edges stored in the view by a factor less than 2. (In fact, if the same edge cost and edge policies are used for both directions of domain-level edges, then the only other information that needs to be stored by the viewservers is the policy constraints of the newly added domains.) The sixth viewserver scheme is referred to as full-QT. It is constructed in the same way as vertex-extension except that the locals scheme is used instead of base scheme to define the P in the construction. In full-QT, during the query protocol all the viewservers in the source and the destination addresses are queried.
We also looked at two other schemes, vertex-extension-QT and full, for which the results were very close to the vertexextension and the full-QT schemes, respectively. Hence, we do not present any results for these two schemes.
In all the above viewserver schemes, we have used the same hierarchy for both domain classes and viewservers. In practice, not all domains need to have a viewserver, and a viewserver hierarchy different from the domain class hierarchy can be deployed. However, there is an advantage of having a viewserver in each domain; that is, source nodes do not require fixed domain-level source routes to their parent viewservers (in the view-query protocol). This reduces the amount of hand configuration required. In fact, the base scheme does not require any hand configuration, viewservers can decide their precincts from the intradomain routing tables, and nodes can use intradomain routes to reach parent viewservers.
Results for Internetwork 1
The parameters of the first internetwork topology, referred to as Internetwork 1, are shown in Table I .
Our evaluation measures were computed for a (randomly chosen but fixed) set of 1000 source-destination pairs. For brevity, we use to refer to the shortest-path length (i.e., the length of the shortest valid path in the internetwork topology). The minimum of these pairs was 2, the maximum was 13, and the average was 6.8. Table  II lists for each viewserver scheme (1) the minimum, average and maximum precinct sizes, (2) the minimum, average and maximum merged view sizes, and (3) the minimum, average and maximum number of viewservers queried.
The precinct size indicates the memory requirement at a viewserver. More precisely, the memory requirement at a viewserver is precinct size , except for the vertexextension and full-QT schemes. In these schemes, the memory requirement is increased by a factor less than two. Hence, the vertex-extension scheme has the same order of viewserver memory requirement as the base scheme and the full-QT scheme has the same order of viewserver memory requirement as the locals scheme.
The merged view size indicates the memory requirement at a source; i.e., the memory requirement at a source is merged view size except for the vertex-extension and full-QT schemes. Note that the source does not need to store information about red and nontransit domains. The numbers in Table II take advantage of this.
The number of viewservers queried indicates the communication time required to obtain the merged view at the source. Because the average is 6.8, the "real-time" communication time required to obtain the merged view at a source is slightly more than one round-trip time between the source and the destination.
As is apparent from Table II , using a QT scheme increases the merged view size and the number of viewservers queried only by about 5%. Using a locals scheme increases the merged view size by about 30%. Using the vertex-extension scheme increases the merged view size by five times (note that the amount of actual memory needed increases only by a factor less than 2).
The number of viewservers queried in the locals scheme is less than the number of viewservers queried in the base scheme. This is because the viewservers in the locals scheme have bigger precincts, and a path from the source to the destination can be found using fewer views. Table III shows the average number of , , length paths found for a source-destination pair by the simple approach and by the viewserver schemes. All the viewserver schemes are very close to the simple approach. The vertexextension and full-QT schemes are especially close (they found 98% of all paths). Table III also shows the number of pairs for which the viewserver schemes did not find a path (ranging from 1.4% to 5.9% of the source-destination pairs), and the number of pairs for which the viewserver schemes found longer paths. For these pairs, more viewserver addresses need to be tried. Note that the locals and vertex-extension schemes decrease the number of these pairs substantially (adding QT yields further improvement). Our policy constraints are source and destination domain independent. Hence, even a class 2 domain, if it is red, cannot carry traffic to a class 3 domain to which it is connected. We believe that these figures would improve with policies that are dependent on source and destination domains.
We examined the shortest valid paths between the sourcedestination pairs for which the viewserver schemes failed to find paths. We found out that all these paths were very long (11 domain hops or more for full-QT) and very nonhierarchical (i.e., contained many links between class 3 domains).
As is apparent from Tables II and III, the locals scheme does not find many more extra paths than the base scheme even though it has larger precinct and merged view sizes. Hence it is not recommended. The vertex-extension scheme is the best, but even base is adequate since it finds many paths.
We have repeated the above evaluations for two other internetworks and obtained similar conclusions. The results are in Appendix B.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We presented a hierarchical interdomain routing protocol that satisfies policy and ToS constraints, adapts to dynamic topology changes including failures that partition domains, and scales well to large number of domains.
Our protocol uses partial domain-level views to achieve scaling in space requirement. It floods domain-level topological changes over limited flood areas to achieve scaling in communication requirement.
It does not abstract domains into superdomains; hence, it does not lose any domain-level detail in ToS and policy information. It merges a sequence of partial views to obtain domain-level source routes between nodes which are far away. The number of views that need to be merged is bounded by twice the number of levels in the hierarchy.
Another advantage of our protocol is that it does not tightly bind addresses of nodes to their locations in the internetwork. Rather, addresses are bound to indirect providers of information needed for route computation.
To evaluate and compare interdomain routing protocols against each other and against the simple approach, we presented a model in which one can define internetwork topologies, policy/ToS constraints, interdomain routing hierarchies, and evaluation measures. We applied this model to evaluate our viewserver hierarchy and compared it to the simple approach. Our results indicate that the viewserver hierarchy finds many short valid paths and reduces the amount of memory requirement by two orders of magnitude.
Our protocol recovers from fail-stop failures of viewservers and gateways. When a viewserver fails, an address which includes the viewserver's id becomes useless. This deficiency can be overcome by replicating each viewserver at different nodes of the domain; in this case a viewserver fails only if all nodes implementing it fail.
One drawback of our protocol is that to obtain a domainlevel source route, views are merged at or prior to the connection setup, thereby increasing the setup time. This drawback is not unique to our scheme [9] , [19] , [7] , [6] , [11] . There are several ways to reduce this setup overhead. First, domain-level source routes to frequently used destinations can be cached. Second, views of frequently queried viewservers can be replicated at "mirror" viewservers close to the source domain. Third, connection setup also involves traversing the name server hierarchy (to obtain destination addresses from names). By integrating the name server hierarchy with the viewserver hierarchy, we may be able to do both operations simultaneously.
The viewserver hierarchy takes advantage of the structure found in realistic internetwork topologies. It would be interesting to investigate applications of the viewserver hierarchy to arbitrary internetworks where the interconnection of networks may not be as hierarchical, but rather is more like a mesh. We are also studying techniques to apply when a valid path cannot be found using one pair of addresses. In particular, we are investigating the use of multiple addresses and heuristics to query viewservers that are not on any address but whose views may help find valid paths.
There were several drawbacks of our evaluation. We only considered simple binary policy/ToS constraints as opposed to more general policy/ToS constraints such as delay. We only evaluated the viewserver schemes using the hierarchical internetwork topologies that mimicked the Internet as opposed to more general topologies that included more mesh-like interconnections. We did not evaluate the communication capacity requirements of our protocols. We believe the communication capacity requirements of our protocols will be much less than the simple approach where the topology changes are flooded to all the routers in the internetwork.
APPENDIX A VIEW-UPDATE PROTOCOL EVENT SPECIFICATIONS
The events of gateway are specified in Fig. 7 . When a gateway recovers, is set to nodeid . Thus, when next executes , it sends either an UpdateCell or a DeleteCell message to viewservers, depending on whether it is no longer the minimum id gateway in its cell. Sending a DeleteCell message is essential. Because prior to the failure, may have been the smallest id gateway in its cell. Hence, some viewserver's may still contain an entry for its old domain cell.
The events of a viewserver are specified in Fig. 8 . When a viewserver recovers, is set to . Its view becomes up-to-date as it receives new information from reporting gateways (and remove false information with the time-to-die period).
APPENDIX B RESULTS FOR OTHER INTERNETWORKS

A. Results for Internetwork 2
The parameters of the second internetwork topology, referred to as Internetwork 2, are the same as the parameters of Internetwork 1 (a different seed is used for the random number generation).
Our evaluation measures were computed for a set of 1000 source-destination pairs. The minimum of these pairs was 2, the maximum was 13, and the average was 7.2.
Tables IV and V show the results. Similar conclusions to Internetwork 1 hold for Internetwork 2. In Table V , the reason that local and QT schemes have more pairs with longer paths than the base scheme is that these schemes found some paths (which are not shortest) for INTERNETWORK 3 some pairs for which the base scheme did not find any path.
B. Results for Internetwork 3
The parameters of the third internetwork topology, referred to as Internetwork 3, are shown in Table VI . Internetwork 3 is more connected, more class 0, 1 and 2 domains are green, and more class 3 domains are red. Hence, we expect more valid paths between source and destination pairs.
Our evaluation measures were computed for a set of 1000 source-destination pairs. The minimum of these pairs was 2, the maximum was 10, and the average was 5.93. Tables VII and VIII shows the results. Similar conclusions to Internetwork 1 and 2 hold for Internetwork 3. Figs. 9-11 show the number of , and length paths found by the schemes as a function of (we only show results for values for which more than ten pairs exist). We do not include base-QT, locals and locals-QT schemes since they are very close to base scheme. As expected, as increases, the number of paths for a source-destination pair increases, and the gap between the simple scheme and the viewserver schemes increases.
